What if you could move innovation forward, faster?

You can—with **InnovationQ+**, powered by IP.com and IEEE.

Our pioneering innovation and IP decision support workflow solution, InnovationQ+, is the go-to for entities looking to unlock next-level agility and efficiency.

Industry-unique integration of fully searchable IEEE and One Petro content with our Semantic AI engine enables faster, better-informed, ROI-driving decision making throughout the innovation lifecycle so you can:

- Amp up productivity
- Unlock better results
- Own the advantage

InnovationQ+
Move innovation forward, faster.

Advance the creation, management and monetization of more powerful, defensible IP with the InnovationQ+ workflow solution. InnovationQ+ simplifies traditionally time-consuming, cost-intensive search processes with our Semantic AI engine and unprecedented data integration, making it easier, faster and more cost-effective to innovate.

**Unlock better results with accelerated intelligence.**
An elegantly simple interface with leading-edge automated visuals and insight-rich outputs help you uncover relevant information faster than other alternatives.

**Avoid traditional search hassles**
Search the way you want to. Searches can be initiated using a patent number, a conceptual statement or an invention disclosure excerpt, making it easy for anyone—even new users—to unlock expert-level results.

**Visualize where you’re going**
Create a customizable visualization dashboard to focus on what matters most to you. Use the Widgets module in HD-Analyze mode to accelerate discovery and drill down on critical data.

**Get to market faster**
Rank and prioritize ideas ultra-efficiently with automated Technology Vitality Reports. Quickly review hundreds of invention disclosures to fast-track the most novel ideas. Drill down into Prior Art details, competitive landscape insights, recent filing trends and more with the click of a button.

**Superior search productivity.**
An intuitive user experience wrapped around our powerful Semantic AI engine eliminates the complexities involved with other tools, dramatically decreasing time to proficiency and patentability. Our proprietary engine blends a natural language semantic search with classic Boolean query capabilities, giving users a unique “discover, capture and drill down” workflow that rapidly targets relevant results.

**Comprehensive data and unrivaled insights.**
Our proprietary Semantic AI engine aggregates billions of global IP data points from patent and non-patent literature, including fully searchable IEEE and One Petro content. A five-star relevance rating system is used to elevate the results that most closely align to your search concept.

**NEW Hyper-Dynamic Analyze Mode (HD Mode)**
makes it faster and easier to evaluate and pivot complex IP data from a number of vectors, in real-time, enabling rapid landscape analysis. HD Mode expands on the popular visual controls in InnovationQ+, providing more power with simple, seamless navigation.

**A new industry first.**
The new Synopsis AI feature enables a user to instantaneously summarize complex patent and non-patent literature at the click of a button.

**Better, faster decision-making.**
Tap into one of the industry’s broadest portfolio of C-suite-ready reports so you can better target R&D investments—and secure competitive advantage. Our reports support better business decisions by: